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ABSTRACT
This brief pamphlet on teenage alcoholism is one in a

series published. by the Public Affairs Committee. It was designed to
give concise and useful information on teenage alcohol problems, and
was written for both adults and youth. Statistics are offered as
proof that large numbers of American teenagers are already problem
drinkers. The current trend in drug use is shifting back toward
alcohol, away from experimental drug substances. The pamphlet deals
directly with issues such as why youngsters drink, and it arrives at
several conclusions on the topic: (1) adult acceptance; (2) search
for adulthood; (3) personal problems; and (4) disapproval by adults.
The latter section of the text relates suggestions on what can be
done by parents and others who are concerned about alcohol abuse, and
offers a set of specific rules for parents who want to teach their
children how to drink. (Author/PC)
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The new alcoholics:
teenagers

By Jules Saltman

Jules &Woan is a well-known writer on medical and health sub-
jects and the authir of receral Public Affairs Pamphlets, irelud-
ing What About Marijuana? and Drug AbuseWhat Can Be
Done?... Illustrations by Anna Marie Magagna.

In 1960, according to the crime reports collected by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, 13,537 arrests of youngsters under
eighteen were made for drunkenness or for driving while in-
toxicated. By 1971 the number had risen to 31,173, well over
twice as many.

O In a recent roundup of unruly college students on a summer
weekend at a New Jersey shore resort, only a handful of the
more than 100 arrests were on marijuana charges. The rest
were for drunkenness.
In a current methadone program for heroin addicts at Bellevue
Hospital in New York City, more than half the patientsmost
of them young--while they are abstaining from heroin, are
drinking heavily instead.
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These are the visible signals in a new turn in the problem of
young people at odds with the siwiety around them: a shift from
drugs to heavy drinking and even alcoholism-3 of only aiming
youths but among children fourteen. thirteen, twelve years of age
and younger.

young drinkers
Not that drinking among teenagers is a new thing. Drunkenness
arrests in the under-18 category were occurring long before MO.

Indeed. betire the upswing in drug abuse of all kinds that be-
came visible in the early 194i0s and rose higher in the ten years
hat followed, excessive drinking among youth was a major concern

of parentswhat Dr. Vernelle Fox. Chief of Alcoholism Services,
Long Beach General Hospital in California. calls "the bone of con-
tention in tiw dog fight between the generations." The fourteen-
year-old who came home drunk from a party. the teenager who
wrec ked the family car while blurry with alcohol. the college student
in in wide with school authorities for drinkingthese were the oft-
spring parents complained about in the lo-Pis and IKON.

Then. "when drugs came on the scene. alcohol became square."
says Yvelio 1:ardner of the National Couneil on Alcoholism t NCAL
The horrt,rs of heroin and of other drug addictions and the rapid
spread of marijuana use by children overshadowed the alcohol
problem for a whilebut only in terms of the emotions groused
in parents and other adults. Even at the height of the drug epi-
demic. alcohol remained the greatest drug phenomenon in terms
of numbers of users. actually growing bigger all the' time. Al-
though few people think of alcohol as a drug. it is the most com-
mon drug of ph;:sieal as well as psychic dependence. Now alcohol
is emerging once more as the number one drug-use problem of
young peopleas it always has been of adultsalmost putting
even hard-drug addiction in the shade.

"The current trend in drug use by youth," says Dr. Fox, "is
shifting back toward alcohol as the drug of choke. It appears that
we are passing the peak of drug experimentation and are leveling
out with a more chronic use pattern of mixed substance abuse,
with alcohol quite prominent in the picture."

But the way young people are using alcohol seems to some
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observers to be significantly different today. It seems apparent
that youngsters are drinking to get high, whereas years ago they
drank to be "smart," to show that they were grown up. And for
some the emphasis is on drinking to block out the troubles and
pressures of the worldas is true among many adults today, too.

drinkers and drunks
Drinkers. whether teenagers or adults, are not all drunks, of
course. The figure of an estimated .6 million problem drinkers.
many of them alcohol addicts. is only a fraction of the ft million
American adults who drink. most of them with regularity. The
same distinction must be made with regard to teenagers, although
the comparable figures are not known. However. in a national
survey made by the President's National Commission on Mari-
juana and Drug Abuse, which found that over half the adults
questioned had used alcohol min the previous seven days, the
corresponding figure for young people was almost one-quarter.

There are teenagers who are heavy drinkers, and the spectacle
is an appalling one. But there are Ho estimates on how many are
heavy drinkers and how many can be classified as addicted users
a/mho/ice.

Perhaps nut many youngsters have had time to become outright
alcoholics, but all too many are pri)bltin drinkfrxpeople who
drink frequently, to excess. to the stage of drunkenness, and :vho
get in trouble because of alcohol.

numbers
In the late 1960s, observers were reporting that large numbers of
young people were dropping alcohol hi favor of marijuana smok-
ing. But in 1970, William W. Moore Jr., of the NCA, found that
marijuana was still running "a distant second" to alcohol among
drug users on college campuses.

More recent studies, according to Dr. Morris E. Chafetz of the
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism have shown
that 'Iii percent of high school atudenta say they have taken
alcoholic beverages more than once before graduation (at age 17
or IS) and tine - third state they drink with some regularity. A
1969 Gallup poll found about the same proportions true of college
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studeht!,.,,ith t%ilt over half of those questioned answering "Yes'
to "HMV you es cr. drunk more than you should?"

Every study tInds that. starting with the striking number who
begin drinking at twelve or thirteen, the proportion of drinkers
grows larger in every age group through the high school and
ellege years land on into young adulthood).

No grnp h:o more drinking problems than men 21 ti 24 years
old. says a professor at the University of California at Berkeley.
In a .t fitly group carefully selected us representative of the t.S.
male population. the over-215 led all the rest in alcoholism.

Economic status also had a marked effect on the number of
drinking problems. In the
2I-to-24 age group. per-
cent of those at the lowest
54ioec4,1amitv level
had such prob-
lems. The rate
wa4 about. 2 5
treitt li,gher

income grups.
After age 21. the
lwreent age al-
coholics at all
economic level::
declines as the
groups in the
drinking popula-
tion being con-
sidered get older.

WHY YOUNGSTERS DRINK
Why do y4,tingsters drink
and. especially. why do
some drink heavily? Is it
chemistry. alienatifm. de-
fiance of their parents.
overwhelming emotional
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and personality problems, or just
the manners and customs of their
society? Is it a result of the same
susceptibility and impulses that
lead to the use of other drugs.
which alcohol may be replacing?

adult acceptance
Teenage drink-
ing ..eems dearly
related to all
those factors
and, even more
clear :o the
fact drink-
ing is Aide ly ac-
cepted and prac-
ticed by ialultr,.

When ques-
tione 1 about
their first drink.
many youngsters
any that it was

taken at home with the
approval of their parents.
Others are started by
their friends, generally
also with adult knowledge
and, often, permission.

In many social,
natimal, and reli-
gious groups, the

drinking of alcohol is an
accepted practice for
young and old alike.
Among Jews, for ex-
ample. wine-drinking has
a religious connotation on
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several occasions in the year. People' of Preneh or Italian ack-
grttunti generally have wine ttn the table at ntaltmes fur all ages.
In other social groups. beer is a general beverage'. In some fam-
ilies. drinking parents even permit their youngsters hard liquor.

The freedom to drink established by ethnic drinking habits
does not always have similar results. Jews. Chinese. and
who habitually drink a good deal, have a low ratio of alcoholics.
Yet they probably drink mueh as du the Frenb in Francei
and the Irish. also heavy drinkers as a group. both of whom have
ntuch alcoholism. and melt illness and other problems related to
their drinking.

Among Kentucky mountain l'ettple. another group in which
drinking is an accepted practice. half the junior high anti high
:4114101 students polled in a survey of seven counties considered
themselves -drinkers." And their drinking was unusually heavy.
reeklepis Included `terns and paint thinner!. and led to trouble.
A larg number admitted to drinking several times a week, 45.2
pet-4'11 had gotten into lights or destroyed property while drink-
ing. anti :48.3 percent had been injured or arrested because of
their behavi,,r %Odle drinking.

The differ' nee between those groups that have problems with
drinking anti those t hat do net seems to lit' not so nitwit in the extent
of their drinking as in how anti why they drink.

search for adulthood
In an atmt.sphere in which alcohol is taken for granted. young
potpie start drinking fur relatively uncomplicated anti largely
social reasons. Scientists 1.;eorge I.. Maddox anti llevotle C. McCall
of Duke University. after surveying thousands of youngsters,
decided that many tena) begin to drink as part of their
normal efforts to take on the role of adults. Since adults approve
tsf drinking and practice it freely in their presence. young people
come to regard drinking as a badge of adulthood, and among
boys its an evidence of virility. In addition. youngsters point out
that the legal drinking age is going down in many states, the
armed forces permit young servicemen to drink. mid alcohol is
widely praised in advertising. Therefore, they say, it must be
both desirable and harmless.
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Asked why they thitight adults 4irank. teenagers tokl Drs. :41litl-
dux and :Mt eal! that it mainly for :4ociabilit and self-expres-
sion and to bring down their feelings of anxiety. Asked the same
with regard to themselves, the young,strs again stressed Mt Wiabil
itY and self-e' pression, making little mention of reducing anxie-
ties. Some. but not many. said they drank because Ilseir friends
expected them to.

Much teenage drinking. however. does :Pril tit bts title tit WI'S»
sure ft-cam friends. In one region I If North Carolina. many people,
including the yonng drinkers themselves. believe that drinking is
wrong.. In a recent survey. of those yiiungsters whose parents
opposed drinking and whose friends abstained. only a little more
that; one out of ten drank. However. alnnist nine out of ten of
those whose parents condoned drinking and wines' two best
friends drank. were drinkers. Even wilting yiiting potpie who
abstained completely, almost three-quarters th,o4e who had
drinking friends cinfessed to having PIS4lirilli into tasting
alcohol at least once.

problems
Ott the whole. a social atmosphere of permissiveness and e%en

encouriie-ement ',1 teenage drinking,- or simply the avail-
ability of alcohol-- does not of itself lead to a large number of
drinking problems. In a study of close to 3.100 high-schisil boys
in I tilStitn. ,tt of ten had hail "a drinking esperieswe- and
more than half were regular light to moderate drinkers. About
one-fifth drank heavily, though they suffered few adverse eonse-
(wolves. and only 2 ileruent were considered pr.fhlein drinkers.

°nil% itt" '' "'.test'. the lippareht absence of problems may iinly
mean a particular grunt) ,}eel's nut retugnize -pridtlems" ill
einmnimplace drinking li haviiir. for does it apply the pressures
that would create difficulties, (ip observer of a grimy of middle-
vla,!4 i.y itt t oada timund that many drank at parties
ti., perunt eif th,,se :igt I: ;and over and many had dime so to the
point of feeling "high." but difficulties were few. atrinki. g occurs
tYltirallY in a spirit of sociability and fun," says 1)r, E.W. Vaz,
"and itt cirtimtances in aevi,rd with legitimate activities of the
middle-dar;s youth vulture." Dr. Vaz suggests that such "middle-
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class delinquency tot evhich drinking is one measure) does not
appear inalicious in fili dive or violent in character. It c:ntses
damage. rarely attracts 1k ii tie attention, and is fiat likely to
discovered or taken seriously by adults."

disapproval
The story is different when the :=ocial atmosphere in one of die.
apprf,vallif drinking, one in which nutsi adults abstain. Here pro-
portionately fewer voting people drink. but those who du are dis-
till 'sing their parents and the precepts of their society. Their
drinking is an emblem of active rebellion and they have more
trouble as a result of it.

In one tommunity in rural Mississippi. where drinking is
frowned ilium. may 27 percent of the yeungsters studied were
classified as "drinkers." but their drinking was often uncon-
trolled. Aside from not having parental permission. most of these
drinkers belonged tat churches that condemn alcohol oil moral
grounds. hail to get their alcohol illegally from bootleggers, and
tended to drink in secret with their drinking friends. Under these
high-pressure conditions almost half the drinkers 142 percent)
drank "frequently": 28 percent drank "excessively." admittedly in
an atlittlipt tie relieve their tensiens: and 64 percent experienced
social and personal complications because of their drinking.

WHY PROBLEM DRINKERS?
There are many reasons why young people drink. The big question
is why so many of them have problems with their drinking.

Art' young people more susceptible to the effect of liquor than
adults? This has not been definitely proved. al:hough it would
seem logical and there is some scientific eviden of it. Because
of their smaller size and their inexperience with alcohol. young -
sters may feel the effects of alcohol more quickly and more
strongly than adults drinking similar amounts. One study 411
fatal car crashes found that teenage drinkers were' more like.y
than older persebs to be responsible for the crashes they were in.
Moreover, they tended to have their crashes with less alcohol tie -

tectahle in their bleed.
Also. of course. all teenagers are going through a period of
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particular stress and uncertainty. Generally speaking, they are
less likely than adults to exercise judgment and restraint. These
may be major reasons why for so many of them drinking results
in damage. "The impact of adolescence is often more than a teen-
ager can handle on an e. n keel." says writer Jean Libman Block.
"Add alcohol to that pi .arinus balance and the results may be
disastrous ."

Far a few problem drinkers. it may be simply a matter of
chemistry, though that has not been apparent to investigators.
The chemical theory of alcoholism --the theory that in some people
a metabolic susceptibility will inevitably result in alcoholism after
a few drinks have established the allergyis not So widely held
as it once was.

Metabolic changed do take place in a heavy drinker, but it is
no longer considered certain that thereafter one drink will lead
inescapably to a drunken episode. Members of Alcoholics Anony-
mous do hold. however, that for an alcoholic one drink is likely to
be followed by others .end will lead to a return to dependence on
alcohol. While there is some evidence of a connection between
alcoholism and heredity, not many youngsters who are well bal-
anced and self-controlled seem to become problem drinkers solely
because of their body chemistry.

personality factors
One likely explanation for alcoholism that seems preordained. once
drinking starts. is a personality factor. even in very young
children, or perhaps a psychological aberration. Youngsters who
become alcoholics. Dr. M.M. Glatt of Great Britain believes, have
a clear maladjustment of personality and even psychopathology
'mental illness. before they start. For such youngsters. it seems
not to mutter when they have their first drink. Even if it is after
they have grown up. they very likely will develop aicohaliam.

"Young alcoholics are emotionally much more disturbed than
the average adult alcoholic," Dr. Glatt says. "The early signs of
dependence on alcohol develop very rapidly: alcohol releases hos-
tility with which the young aleoholics seem to have great difficulty
in coping. Frequent amnesias. morning and solitary drinking, and
prolonged drunkenness at an early age suggest some psycho-
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pathoingieal factors: in the make-up of such individuals."
Such yillitigsters are different from those who drink socially.

"The young alcoholic is distinguished film' normal adolescent
drinkers." Dr. Glatt obseees. "by early use of :dentin1 for its effect,
and often in solitude. rather than as an aid to social acceptance.
The ensuing abnormal drinking patterns seent to be an attempt to
short-cut to an adult role, applying a false feeling of omnipotence
to the disturbed persona: v it: tiny out his inadequacy."

This is putting it atrnbgly. and perhaps most obs"mers would
not agree to classifying many young drinkers as mentally ill. But
there is no dnuld that personality factors and emotional malad-
justments of various kinds are involved.

Clearly. the same struggle with problemsemotional. social.
psych,doeical, and persona that causes o4 her youthful difficulties
causes some teenagers to become heavy drinkers. In any survey
of delinquent versus nondelinquent youngsters, many mum of the
delinquent: are heavy drinkers. Drinking "several times a week"
was reported by 29 of 100 state school inmates *,n a Utah survey.

,)111Y :1 id. text senior high-school students. ilnidentally, the
seniors took their first drink. on the average, at fourteen: for
the state school inmates the average age at first drink was eleven.)

Children %vial will become prolilem drinkers in later life can be
identified by their personality traits in junior high school. says
research associate Mary Cover Jones of the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley. In data collected over 37 years. boys who be-
came problem drinkers showed very heavy emphasis on mascu-
linity, perhaps because of their concern about the male role. Their
behavior was likely to be unstable, unpredictable, and impulsive.
Women who drank too much tended. as teenagers, to lie depressed,
self-negating, and distrustful.

Many experts see the rinds of drinking problems in a complex
interaction of physiological, psychological, and social factors.

rebellion
As demonstrated in social atmospheres where drinking is con-
demned, teenage over-drinking is often related to dellanee of the
authority of parents and society. In a group of N rth Carolina
high-school boys, all of whose fathers were opposed to alcohol.
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drinking was greate4t among youths who were in conflict with
their fathers. in contrast with the behavior of those friendly to
their fathers. "The rejection if parental authoilly." ay.4 Dr. C.N.
Alexander Jr.. "was assoviated with frequent drinking. excessive
drinking leading to extreme intoxication, and drinking for psycho-
logical benefits rather than f4'r social reasons."

But all a,rts ad* pers,,nal and family problems may be involved.
aside from parent-child disagreements. An extreme' example of
what may h' found is presented hy a small }Mt ,up I if problem
drinkers. aged 1:l to 17l. treated at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospi-
tal in Boston. Many had come to the hospital from training
sch04,1s for delinquent children. All had become alcoha.lics even
before add IeSCenet% Si 'nit' having had their first drink at age five.
"F'amily life hail been marked by gross personal and economic
deprivation." says Dr. 3.1{. MacKay. "Almost all the fathers and
some ,f the mothers were alcoholics. In m4,st caSert the father
had deserted the family permanently. leaving it in desperate
financial strait: In every case the outstanding pereonality
attributes 'of the youngsters! were hostility. depression, impul-
sivenss. and sexual eimfusion. Sell-destructixe and homosexual
tendencies were apparent in many."
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ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
It is not surprising that the list' I If ihtli and the use of other
drugs are el4ssely related and have similar causes. What is remark-
able is the fact that, at present. alcohol is taking over from other
drugs, inelnding marijuana, in the habits of young people'.

While alcoholism treatment facilities only rarely, as yet. re-
ceive requests for help frA.in kali% iduals under 21. says Dr. Fox.
those who do :appear are generally involved in more drug problems
than alcohol alone.

"We are seeing an increasing number of young adults who are
depending on alcohol as a means of avoiding heroin and other
drugs that they had been strung out on as teenagers.- Dr. Fox
says. "They have a great deal of ditlieulty taking seriously their
dependency on alcohol because they see it as 'Mickey Mouse' as
c4 dnintred t +I their drug dependency; this in spite of the fact that
they are manifesting much more severe withdrawal syndromes,
including seizures, hallovinathols, and so on."

Some parents reinforce this minimizing of the seriousness of
heavy drinking. "I would rather have you drink than be hooked
on drugs," is one reaction. One health educator feels that because
there is less danger anti stigma associated with the use of alcohol
than with mariju ana. many parenns express their relief that their
children are not smoking grass anymore but drinking beer and
wine, and perhaps hard liquor. They may even encourage' alcohol
in place of drugs,

drinking among heroin users
liert)in addiction in general is believed to be going down. accord-
ing to the White House Special Action Office for Drug Abuse.
Alcohol addiction is growing. Heroin addicts have been found to
be heavy users of alcohol, both before and after treatment.

"Alcoholism is increasingly prevalent among heroin addicts,"
says Dr. Harry $timmel of New York's Mount Sinai School of
Medicine, Of the first 100 patients enrolled in the medical seho
methadone treatment program. 85 related a previous history of
high alcohol consumpt bin in addition to heroin.

One group of experts in New York t'ity estimates that 35 per-
cent of the city's half-million or so alcoholics are also narcotics
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users. The city's Medical Examiner has found that three or four
of every ten addicts who die of overdose have high levels of
alcohol in their blood, and that the liver damage once thought due
entirely to hepatitis infections from dirty needles is often a result
of excessive alcohol intake as well.

More than half the patients at Bellevue who are taking metha-
done also drink heavily. This number is unusually high, but in his
program at Rockefeller Institute. I)r. Vincent Dole estimates that
20 percent of the patients are alcoholic:4. In other programs, ob-
servers have reported at least 1$ percent. In his investigation of
24 deaths of patients in methadone maintenance programs. New
York's Medical Examiner found that six had died of alcoholism.

...among marijuana users
As for marijuana, notoriously the drug of youth. the-. National
Commission found not only that there are many more drinking
than marijuana-smoking youths (6 million as opposed to 3.5
million in its natio nil survey), but that many now use both. Most
users of either marijuana or alcohol will use the other substance,
according to Raymond P. Shafer. chairman of the Commission.
Heavy marijuana smokers are usually heavy drinkers, and youths
who start their drug use with alcohol, as most do, often do not
give it up when they turn to marijuana or even heroin.

One reason for the increase in alcohol use by drug-minded
youth. Dr. Leonard D. Jacobson of the University of Oregon
believes, is that drug usors have discovered that liquor varies
and often strengthuis the effects of other mood-altering sub-
stances. This is especially true of amphetamines and barbiturates,
the effects of which closely parallel those of alcohol, and of cannabis,
the hemp family that includes marijuana and hashish. Cannabis
and alcohol have been found to be so closely related that there is
a cross-tolerance. A strung dose of alcohol affects a heavy mari-
juana user in much the same way that it does an alcoholic.

Another reason for the increasingly prevalent combination of
marijuana and beer or wine is a new acceptability. Among both
young and old they are considered less dangerous than "hard"
stuff liquor or drugs. Other factors are the often lax enforce-
ment of existing liquor laws, new laws lowering the drinking age,
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and the influence of beer and wine advertising aimed at young
people. Then. too. there's the evotiottlit'S of getting high: "Alcohol
is easy to get. and there's a lot of it.- says one high-school
student. "It takes a 114 to buy an ounce [of marijuanal. at least $20.
and even when you're working part-time. that's a lot of money."

WHAT CAN BE DONE?
What can parents and others conceiving' attend the abuse of alcohol
by teenagers do? The answer is not easy to find.

The close relatamship with other drug use.. for which no one
has come up with a truly effective remedy. is not encouraging.
Solving the social problemsthe poverty. the family disruption.
the deprived childhoods. the alcoholism of fathers al mothers
that contribute to alcohol and drug abuse and other delinquency in
children is not something that will happen easily or quickly.

.Alcohol prohibition by law has been a historic failure. Prohibi-
tion by parental dictate is not likely to do better. Indeed. it often
makes things worse. As noted above, the opposition of parents.
when combined with other moral and religious influences. does
keep down the number of young drinkers. Rut it also makes for
teenage rebellion and seems to foster the excessive kind of drink-
ing that does the most damage'.

What about treatment" Alcoholic's Anonymous is now taking in
younger members than ever before. and helping them. Psychiatric
and other modes .9f treatiment acre also being used. Rut treatment.
while neetissary, will not .f itself cure the problem of alcoholism
among teenagers. As Dr. rhafetv. says. -No illness is ever brought
under by treating only the casualties."

prevention
The on!y effeetive and sensible course. then, is prevention. Young-
sters must somehow be persuaded either not to drink at all or to
desist 'Alen there is any indication that their drinking is leading
to trimble. All other things (family life, living conditions. good
relict lens with parents. sel...A. and so mit being more or kiss stable.
perhaps effeetive education, of a kind that really takes root in
young minds. van do it.

Anti-alo9holism propaganda that consists nu.stly of pewter's.
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Alf and s=tatistics tin aleohid-related disast rs
will not work. Such campaigns have MA been effective
in dvalt with al+ general drug :liaise or other

harmful habits. suelt cigat (It'. smoking. For one thing.
yorany polite rarely see themselves in the posters. in' apply

the suit istu.s to their own lk-es. What is needed is guidance
that allows teenagers. and children. too. to learn alsiut alcohol
pisitiely. without prejudice. in terms that will enable them to

judge for themselves what is best to du and then to du it. Plainly. if
yilung are It. learn either to abstain (ride alcithill ely ttr
to d rink Sensibly and with restraint. much dependsun those who teach.

abstainers
Parents who wish their children to abstain will have to be ab-
stainers themselves. They must teach by example, by their own
lifestyle. as well as by precept. The precepts may relate to mtfral
standards and religion: their effectiveness will depend on how
well they are instilled in the youngsters by their parentsagain,
largelc by example land lifestyle.

A few solid facts about alcohol can give reinforcement to the
precepts and standards. They must be facts that have meaning
as well as believability for young people: the fact. for example.
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that an appalling percentage of in.tr %.ellicle acident:4 and deaths
involve :11(1,11.4. Since most piing people driVt* cars. this will
probably strike home.

In addition. to assist young people who are inclined to abstain
from alcohol the point must be made that they do not have 141
(Milk. They intiSt lu giV(1{ aninumiiii,n for tht.ir resists tiee to
the pruy.,,ture if Invir drinking friends and in the easy actplanee
of aollot in the. sHeiety around them.

Drinking is not a universal practice. and avoiding it twed not
Ike embarrassing or shameful. It is not a measure of adulthood or
virility. It is not an effective easer of pain or sokaioll to prolenis.

safe v. unsafe drinking
1n'' le' who .1. tad 1'h.H154. to abstain fr,n1 aleisiwt can im!

taught to drink responsibly and with relative safety. The differ-

ence InlWeell safe and unsafe drinking. in the view of Dr. Chafetz.
is dearly discernible in the different ways in which use
alcohol and in their attitudes toward it.

-1'..IttirtA Which sise ;111'1411.1- and have a low incidence of pr14.-
lents wltti it drink a definite pattern." Dr. Chafetz says. "The
beverage is sipped slowly. consumed with fond. partaken in the
comAny of others in relaxed. comfortable circumstances. Also.
th'111kIllg IA taken 1,,r granted in these cultures and give)! lin
S1/Vella significance X., p.,sitive santnin is given to prillVertS
in amounts consumed and drunkenness is condemned."

On the other hand. Dr, Chafetz points Hut. "Cultures with a
high incidence of alcohol problems drink quickly. often without
food. often in sl,litary and 1mil:11nd-table circumstances. And
drinking tends to have special significance. with guilt, conflict.
and ambivalence prevailing as :Mit UdeS. all addition. prowess in
drinking is supported and intoxication is ti,lerated."

The less.ai for piling poply are plain: If pal drink. drink for
pleasure, not to shim° oft. ailtohol he a part of your enjoyment
of food. people. and other good things: don't drink alone and
hastily. or out of anger against ysur parents or 11W rest of the
world. Don't admire quantity ilmsumptin: it is not a einitest
worth winning. "The plain and simple fact is." Dr. Chafetz says.
"that every time we are drunk we have overdosed with a drug."
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rules for parents

adapted f material lad writer
Garrett t ppnheini. Igir parent: %lin %%aid lit teach children
him. II, drink:

li'dfc rprr11. ;Irk;trri liar r ;1 fl i't it 1. if viii
r}14,\\ that .ancti 4 .11 akit that
y11 .1.. i.4.t itver-drink. d', 10.1 tater spie:ts tit
I et er-li rift k pm admire %%Ili. drink p.atiely. y I

114.re drunkennes,.
shill !owl f. I tHrflt driiii; drinking
vaslial, a family plt asure. all unirlainorized suctal activity. tad
a t.i.tt self-indidgenee.

:1. nil vt,,idi ltrinking uatt Voila
f11.%%,..tiiii. hat It aim, datigtrutiy. it ingqiie drink ti,
escape f ri tin t btu r

4. .rjr thr thurrir rir rf rrierrhrr1 ;II iLr he )1 if , Threats
(if degrailati.n and illness in tlie far-id years tir aithattwod
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will n "t iMprega a youngster. but he may not want risk
being dem41 his chance to use the faillity car lieratise he
drinks unwisely.

5. With .,the r pitrents and puungsti ti film t hudd fir""P
dow,,:ol,,it.4 'sir drinking. Private Ievt tires tt, your offspring may
Meet take root. but a dis,:tission with a gathering of his or her
fritid- will give every.me a , halt, e to ask questions and may
help 111 re'lleVe the pressure tat your teenager of -the other guys"

ho drink tim. much.
. G,t 1' (II guar kid g, Giving your offspring your attention

awl love is the best vay to keep them out of any hind of
trouble. including over-drinking.

7. Get expert help. If a youngster's drinking. in spite of all the
parents' efforts, becomes a problem. some kind 49f treatment
may be in order. informatiiin ','.heir' get help.
consult your local inincil of the National Council t, Alcohol-
ism or Alcoholism I irmilt ion Center. ',I. write ti, the National
Council on Alcoholism. 2 Park Avenue. New York. N.Y. 10016.



The National Congress; of Parents and Teachers also has help-
ful information: write to their Smoking and Alcohol Education
Pmect, TOO North flush Street. Chicago. Illinois 60611. Fur addl.
tional educational material on alcohol and teenagp drinking, write
the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Inform:1,14m. Box 2345.
11;ickville. Maryland 20852.
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